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Abstract

Objective—To investigate whether electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) induces brain tissue damage expressed as an increase in neuron specific enolase and protein S-100.

Methods—A total of 179 serial measurements of S-100 andNSE serum concentrations were performed on 14 patients during the course of a bilaterally stimulated ECT series. Cognitive performance was assessed by psychometric testing carried out on the day before the start of ECT as well as on the days after the third, sixth, and last ECT. Pre-ECT and post-ECT concentrations of NSE and S-100 were compared by non-parametric tests.

Results—On average, 9.5 (SD 2.9) (range 3–12) ECTs were applied; 13 of 14 patients received at least six ECTs. The average duration of convulsion (computed for all ECTs) was 29.0 (SD 10.5) seconds. At no point during the ECT series was there a significant increase in the average NSE or S-100 concentrations compared with the baseline investigation before the start of the ECT series. The maximal measured post-ECT values of NSE and S-100 were 26.6 ng/ml and 0.46 ng/ml, respectively. The cumulative energy doses applied, seizure durations, and ECT induced changes in cognitive performance scores were never significantly correlated with the NSE or S-100 serum concentrations.

Conclusion—This pattern of findings suggests that a modern ECT, fulfilling current quality standards, induces no brain tissue damage detectable by changes in NSE or protein S-100.
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The application of electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) has always been a controversially discussed topic both in the lay press and among clinical experts. About a third of treated patients have usually reversible cognitive problems after ECT; particularly worthy of mention is retrograde amnesia for autobiographical and impersonal material. Right unilateral ECT results in less severe short term and long term cognitive effects compared with bilateral ECT, but it is less efficacious. Critics of ECT have postulated an association between the functional, cognitive disorders occurring after ECT, and cerebral structural damage, although all attempts until now have failed to confirm any ECT induced structural brain tissue damage, either in postmortem studies or by using various neuroradiological examination procedures.

To provide evidence for an ECT induced, diffuse, and small microstructural brain alteration (associated with acute neural or glial damage, but which may escape detection by post-ECT imaging procedures), the measurement of protein S-100 and neuron specific enolase (NSE) might prove to be useful. Neuron specific enolase is a dimeric glycolytic enzyme which is found in the cytosol of various neurons in the CNS. Protein S-100 is an acidic calcium binding protein that is present in the cytosol of astroglial cells. Both proteins seem to be more verifiable after acute CNS damage than they are during neurodegenerative disease; they are considered to represent sensitive, biochemical markers for brain damage after generalised seizures, trauma, hypoxia, or ischaemic stroke. An association between concentrations of NSE in serum and cognitive disorders after operative interventions was recently confirmed.

Our prospective study, whereby a total of 179 serial measurements of S-100 and NSE were performed from 14 patients during the course of a bilateral ECT series, was designed to answer the following questions: (a) is there an increase in plasma NSE, or S-100 protein, or both after bilateral ECT? (b) Does the applied energy dose or the duration of convulsions influence the concentration of either marker? (c) are there any associations between concentrations of NSE, S-100, or both and the cognitive effects of ECT?

Methods

The study was approved by our local ethics committee. The patients (five women, nine men) were on average 54.0 years old (SD 17.6, range 22–79); the diagnoses (DSM-III-R) were a therapy resistant major depression (n=8) or a schizodepressive psychosis (n=6). Apart from their psychiatric state, patients were otherwise...
Electroconvulsive therapy and neuron specific enolase concentration; (short term and long term memory, and Blessed (IMC), a subtest of the dementia scales from the information memory concentration test the days after the third, sixth and last ECT: (on the day before the start of ECT as well as on the previously determined convulsion threshold. During ECT, the EEGs and ECGs were continuously recorded. Seizure duration and quality were measured using a visual rating of electroencephalographic regularity and postictal suppression.

Three psychometric tests were carried out on the day before the start of ECT as well as on the days after the third, sixth and last ECT: (a) the information memory concentration test (IMC), a subtest of the dementia scales from Blessed et al (1968) which tests orientation, short term and long term memory, and concentration; (b) the digit span test for examining short term memory; and (c) version A-E of the Syndrom Kurztest (SKT) for recording memory and attention disorders. The total point scores achieved in each test were used for statistical evaluations. The physician carrying out the psychometry was blinded both to the ECT indices as well as the laboratory results.

Blood samples for determining NSE and S-100 were taken on the day before the ECT series was started, 6, 24, and 48 hours after the first to third ECT, and 24 hours after the fourth, fifth, sixth, and last ECT. Samples were stored at −20°C until analysis. The NSE and S-100 were measured according to procedures previously published by our group. For comparing NSE or S-100 concentrations between pre-ECT and post-ECT measurements, the paired Wilcoxon test was used. Individual values were considered to be abnormal when they differed from the mean of the patients’ pre-ECT values by more than 3.0 SD. Correlations between variables were tested using the Spearman correlation coefficient.

Results
On average, 9.5 (SD 2.9) ECTs were applied (range 3–12); 13 of 14 patients received at least six ECTs. The average charge applied increased from an initial 171 mC (SD 55, range 100–252 mC) to 239 mC (SD 92, range 128–378 mC) at the last ECT (p<0.01). The average length of convulsion (computed for all ECTs) was 29.0 (SD 10.5) seconds (range 19–58 s).

There were no significant correlations between the cumulative energy doses applied or the duration of convulsions, and the NSE or S-100 concentrations. Figure 1 shows the mean values (SD) of NSE and S-100 at all measuring points. During the ECT series, the average NSE concentrations measured 24 hours after ECT (that is, at examinations 3, 6, 9, and 11–14) showed a trend to decrease (fig 1 A). At no point during the ECT series was there a significant increase in mean protein concentrations compared with the baseline investigation before the start of the ECT series. The maximum post-ECT NSE and S-100 values were 26.6 ng/ml and 0.46 ng/ml, respectively. Our definition for an abnormally raised NSE or S-100 (mean values before onset of the ECT series+3 SD) resulted in upper thresholds of 26.1 ng/ml for NSE and 0.28 ng/ml for S-100. An abnormal increase in NSE was only found transiently (24 hours after the third or fourth ECT), with two patients being affected (a 79 year old woman with major depression and a 45 year old man with a schizodepressive psychosis). With the schizodepressive patient, the threshold was exceeded after the third ECT along with the S-100 threshold value, and with both patients an improvement in performance was seen with all three psychometric tests over the course of the ECT series.

Table 1 shows the means (SD) of the total point scores achieved for every psychometric test. There was no significant correlation between NSE or S-100 concentrations, and the performance scores in any of the tests. Interestingly, patients who showed higher S-100 concentrations after the last ECT compared
with the baseline study (n=4) showed an improvement in cognitive test results for all three tests compared with patients showing no increase in S-100 (measured as the individual differences in the pre-ECT and post-ECT total point scores), whereas in the ICM test these differences were significant despite the small group size (Mann-Whitney test, p<0.05). In addition, among patients with higher NSE values compared with baseline after the last ECT (n=4) we found a trend for a better performance in the ICM test compared with patients with lower NSE values compared with baseline (Mann-Whitney test, p<0.08).

**Discussion**

A significant increase in serum NSE concentration has been demonstrated after generalised epileptic seizures. 13–15 In our study there was never a significant increase in average NSE or S-100 concentrations at any time during the course of an ECT induced series of generalised convulsions. All measured NSE values were lower than 30 ng/ml, and therefore lower than the pathological threshold reported in the literature. 14 This pattern of findings suggests that (1) a postictal increase in NSE is a sign of neuronal damage, which is apparently not due to the epileptic seizures themselves, but is caused rather by the simultaneously occurring hypoxia, or indeed other mechanisms; and (2) a modern ECT that fulfils current quality standards (guarantees of seizure monitoring, muscle relaxation, hyperoxygenation, and ventilation wherever appropriate) induces no detectable brain tissue damage measured as changes in NSE or protein S-100. This is consistent with our finding that neither the energy dose applied nor the seizure duration affect S-100 or NSE concentrations.

Our results correspond with those of a recently published study in which no increase in protein S-100 concentration in CSF was found among depressive patients (n=9) after application of six unilateral ECTs. 13 To our knowledge, the only prospective case study which has ever measured NSE concentrations during the course of an ECT series was also limited to a unilateral ECT; this showed a trend towards a decrease in NSE concentrations after completion of an ECT series among five of seven patients compared with the initial pre-ECT examination. 16 The small decrease in average NSE-release during a bilateral ECT series, as shown in our study, is a similar finding and might be explained by an increasing drainage of neuronal NSE stores, or by an accelerated enzymatic breakdown of NSE.

On the basis of animal experiments, some researchers have postulated an association between a seizure induced astrocyte activation followed by a release of neurotrophic factors (including NSE), and synaptic remodeling occurring as a result of the seizure attack. 17 If these findings are applied to our study, the question might be asked whether an ECT induced release of NSE promotes neural plasticity in isolated cases, and whether it even plays a part in the antidepressive or cognitive effects of ECT. Support for this thesis is provided by our finding that patients with higher post-ECT values of NSE and S-100 (compared with the pretreatment values) showed the best cognitive test performances. Although we cannot exclude the possibility that this is merely a coincidental finding due to the small sample size, this interesting result should be the subject of future investigations on the cognitive effects of ECT.
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